
Two recent books from different genres paint markedly similar portraits of 
country schools. The first, Schoolhouses of Minnesota  with photographs by Doug 
Ohman and text by Jim Heynen, is a nonfiction look at all types of old Minnesota 
schools, with an emphasis on the small, one-room variety. The book is a visual 
celebration of schooldays past, mixing interior detail shots of lard bucket lunch 
pails with full portraits of old buildings that often seem to rise up organically 
from the fields surrounding them. Short prose pieces and poetry by Heynen 
(author of the fiction collection The One-Room Schoolhouse: Stories about the Boys) 
range widely on topics such as “The Paste Eater” and “Skipping School,” yet 
beautifully complement the images, leaving one with the feeling of having spent 
an hour or two in a country school. Novelist Ivan Doig, who unlike Heynen 
never attended a one-room school, accomplishes much the same end in The 
Whistling Season, the story of a year in the life of the Marias Coulee, MT, one-
room school and of its most promising scholar, thirteen-year-old Paul Milliron. 
The dramatic events of the 1909 to 1910 school season, during which both a new 
housekeeper and a new teacher enter Paul’s life, are neatly bookended by his 
reflections as an adult. The grown-up Paul has risen through the ranks to 
become, by 1957, the state superintendent of schools. He faces the prospect of 
closing down Montana’s last country schools, a particularly difficult decision for 
him, a product of all that Marias Coulee’s schoolmarms and schoolmasters could 
teach. In a moment of clarity, he recalls standing at the schoolhouse pump, 
gazing out at trails left in the prairie grass by students: “…[T]heir pattern held 
together a neighborhood measured in square miles and chimneys as far apart as 
smoke signals…[T]he mounted troupes of schoolchildren taking their bearing on 
that schoolhouse on its prairie high spot traveled as trusting and true in their aim 
as the first makers of roads sighted onto a distant cathedral spire.” Both these 
books see the bell-tower of the one-room schoolhouse as something akin to a 
cathedral spire, the tallest point on an institution of great depth and influence, 
even today. 
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